
Bismillahirrohmanirrohim…
In the name of Alloh, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

TANGENT OF A CIRCLETANGENT OF A CIRCLE



First meeting

1. The Properties of Tangent to a Circle
2. How to Draw a Tangent to a Circle
3. How to find the Length of the Tangent 

Drawn From a Point Outside a Circle



Properties of Tangent to  Circle
Tangent of a circle is a line intersecting a circle only at one point

• The tangent is perpendicular to the radius of a 
circle which pass the tangent point (point of 
tangency)

• We can make only one tangent of a circle through 
one point at the circle

• We can make two tangents of a circle through 
one point outside a circle

• If P outside a circle, the distance of P to the 
tangent points of the circle is the same.



Tangent of a circle is a line intersecting a circle only at one point
The tangent is perpendicular to the radius of a circle which pass the tangent 
point (point of tangency)

A tangent is perpendicular 
to the radius of a circle

The point of tangency is point T

T

We can make only one tangent of a circle 
through a point at the circle
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PA = PB

<PAO = <PBO = 90°
<APO = <BPO

PO bisects angle APB

AO = BO (Radii)
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We can make two tangents of a circle through one point 
outside a circle
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The two Triangles APO and BPO are Congruent and it form the 
shape of a kite AOBP



How to Draw a Tangent of a Circle

• Draw a tangent of a circle through a point at a 
circle (see your book page 187)

• Draw a tangent of a circle through a point 
through a point outside the circle (see your 
book page 188)

• Any Question??



Length of the Tangent Drawn From a 
Point Outside a Circle

• Check this video



Second meeting

1. The Position of Two Circles
2. The Common Tangent of Two Circles



The Position Of Two Circle and its Common Tangent

1. Circle M is located inside circle L where their 
centers are coincided

Is there any common tangents of two circles above?
NO, there isn’t
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2. Circle M is located inside circle L where their 
centers do not coincided and they does not touch 
each other

ML

Is there any common tangents of two circles above?
NO, there isn’t



3. Circle M is located inside circle L and coincides each 
other inside

ML

Is there any common tangents of two circles above?
Yes, there is one common tangent



4. Circle M and circle L are intersecting at two 
common points

ML

Is there any common tangents of two circles above?
Yes, there are two common tangents



5. Circle M and L are tangential outside

M
L

Is there any common tangents of two circles above?
Yes, there are three common tangents



6. Circle M and circle L are separated

L M

Is there any common tangents of two circles above?
Yes, there are four common tangents



Third meeting

1. How to calculate the length of 
common interior tangent of two circles 

2. How to calculate the length of 
common exterior tangent of two 
circles



Common Tangent to a Circle

• Check this video from yourteacher.com
• What is your conclusion?



• A common tangent is a line that is tangent to each of 
two coplanar circle

• A common external tangent does not intersect the 
segment that join the centers of a circles

• A common internal tangent intersects the segment 
that join the centers of the circles

• There are some different term used in your book
• Common external tangent = outer common tangent
• Common internal tangent = inner common tangent



Which one is common external tangent and which one 
is common internal tangent??
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B.  
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Calculate the length of the common
external tangent of two circles
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To calculate the length of the LK
First, we have to draw a line from B which parallel to LK so 
that it intersect AK perpendicularly at a point N. 
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While BN = KL and NK = BL
So, 

The line KL is parallel to the line BN and the line AK is parallel to the line BL.
So, there is a right triangle ABN.
Then, we observe the triangle ABN.
The ABN triangle is a right triangle, so we obtain that :

22 )( BLAKABKL 
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Since KL = d = the length of the common 
external tangent. 

22 )(, rRadSo 

Where :
a = distance between the centers of the two circles
R = radius of the big circle
r = radius of the small circle



Calculate the length of the common
internal tangent of two circles
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First, we have to draw a line parallel to the line KL passing through B and 
intersect the extension of AL at N

The line KL is parallel to the line BN and the line AN is parallel to the 
line BK.
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Since, BK = NL and KL = BN

So, 22 )( BKALABKL 

22 )(, rRadSo 

So, there is a right triangle ANB

And  since KL = d = the length of the 
common external tangent. 
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Do the task in your mathematics 
book Page 203 number 3,4, 10 and 
11 in you book!



For your homework, 
Please do the task number :

1,5,7,11,13 for the boys
2,6,8,12,14 for the girls

We’ll discuss it on the next meeting

Thanks for your attention



Alhamdulillah…
All the praises and thanks be to Alloh…

Thank you


